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(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKBMA at the meeting of September 28, 1963) 
We will give new proofs of the prime ideal theorem for ideals in ideal 
classes in an algebraic number field using methods developed by I. S. GAL 
in his paper "The Asymptotic Distribution of Primes", [1]. We use 
the . notation of that paper together with new definitions and notations 
introduced below. 
I. H (JJ is an algebraic number field and m an integral ideal of (JJ then 
A <m> is defined to be the set of fractionary ideals of ([> prime to m. Then 
H<m> is defined to be the set of principal fractionary ideals (£X) such that 
a) £X is totally positive 
b) £X=uv-1 where u, v are integers of (JJ, u-v Em and u, v are prime 
tom. 
With these definitions A <m> is a multiplicative group and H<m> is a 
subgroup. Furthermore H<m> has finite index in A <m> and there exists a 
1: > 0 such that 
(1) ! 1 = 't'X + O(x1-lln) as x-+ oo 
Na~m 
aeu 
where the sum is extended over all integral ideals a of norm less than 
or equal toxin some coset g of A<m> modulo H<m> and-cis independent 
of g, see [2]. 
The group A<m>JH<m> will be denoted by Gm and we will consider the 
character group Gm of Gm. We let e denote the principal character of 
Gm, i.e. the character e such that e(g) = 1 for all g E Gm. 
H a is an integral ideal of (JJ and if x E Gm then we define x(a) to be 
x(aH<m>) if a eA<m> and x(a)=O otherwise. Then we define Lx(s) =! ~:~. 
a 
It is known that Lx(s) can be extended analytically to a m,eromorphic 
function in the entire plane and that Lx(s)o;60 for 8=1+it, [2]. For 
x o;6 e, ! XN(a) converges for R(s) > 1-..!. where n is the degree of the 
as n 
a e(a) 
field (JJ, and ! Na' converges for R(s) > l. 
a 
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We will show, usilig the methods of [1], that 
1 ! 1 ,....,xxflogx 
NIJE;;Z 
ll•u 
where h is the order of Gm and the sum is to be extended over all prime 
ideals ~ with norm at most x lying in: some coset g. This proposition is 
an easy and elementary equivalent of 
(2) 
and of 
{3) 
1 
1J'u(x) = ! A{a),...., k x, as x-+ oo, 
Na..;;z 
aEu 
II. Proposition {3) can be proved using Theorem 1 of [1] as follows: 
For x=?e we let rx=Li1 and {J=Lx. Clearly a is bounded and we have 
noted that the convergence abscissa yfl > 1 and fJ does not vanish on the 
line 8= 1 +it. It is simple to verify that a* b(x)-+ 0 as x-+ oo. Since 
Lr_' has convergence abscissa less than 1 it follows that a* k(x}-+ 0 as 
x -+ oo where k corresponds to - L.x.'. Summing this relation by parts 
we obtain: 
(4) 1 ! - ! x{a) A{ a) = o(x} for X=? B. 
nE;;z n Na..;;n 
In order to get the correspondilig result for the prilicipal character we 
need some prelimiliary estimates. First we note that from {1} it follows 
that 
{5) ! e(a) = wx + O(x1-1/n) 
Na..;;z 
where w=h-r:>O. Then exactly as in [1] we get 
(6} ! e(a) log Na = w[x log x-x] + O(x1-lln log x). 
Na..;;z 
(7) ! Nalln-1 = O(x11n). 
Na..;;z 
There exists a constant c0 such that 
(8) 
Using these results and the "hyperbola method" we obtain: an estimate 
for the coefficient sum of £.2. This coefficient sum is just 
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Using (5), (7) and (8) we can estimate this coefficient sum in the following 
manner: 
2 ~ e(a) {w ~ + o((~)1-11n)}- w2 + O(x1-112n) 
Na.;;v; Na Na 
= 2wx ~ e(a) + O(x1-1/n) ~ e(a) - w2x + O(x1-1/2n) 
Na.;;v; Na Na.;;v; Na1-lln 
= w2 [x log x + (2c0 -1)x] + O(x1-112n). 
Now let iX(s)=L;1(s) and ,B(s)=(2-N~1-s-Nq1-s)L.(s) where~ and q 
are prime ideals with relatively prime norms. It fo .ows that yP < 1 and 
that ,8 never vanishes on the line s = 1 +it. One also easily checks that 
a*b(x)--+ 0 as x--+ oo. If we let"= -L.'-1jwL.2+2coL., the estimates 
derived above show that y".;;;; 1-2n and it follows from Theorem 1 of 
[1] that a* k(x)--+ 0 as x--+ oo where k corresponds to "· Summing this 
relation by parts we get 
(8) 1 ~ - ~ e(a) A(a) = x + o(x). 
,..;;., n Na.;;o: 
Combining (4) and (8) we have 
1 ~ - ~ x(a) A(a) = J.x(x), 
n<;;o: n Na<;;o: 
(9) 
where 
Ax(x) = o(x) for X=? e and J..(x) = x + o(x). 
Rewriting (9) we have 
1 ~ x(g) ~ n 1flu(n) = J.x(x), 
gEGm n<;;o: 
for any X in Gm. Solving these equations we get 
for each g E Gm. Noting that 
1Ju(x) = ~ 1flu(n) = ~ n[cu(n)- cu(n-1)] 
n<z n~z 
. d' I b . ( ) 1 x2 we 1mme tate y o tam 1Ju x "'h 2 · 
III. Next we show how Theorem 2 of [1] leads to a proof of (2). First 
we note that for any character 
. "' 1 1 X E Gm, - Mx(x) =- ~ x(a) ,u(a) 
X X Na<;;o: 
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is bounded and slowly oscillating. For x =I= 8 we let tX = L;1 and f3 = Lx 
then the conditions of Theorem 2 of [1] are satisfied and it follows that 
L x(a) ,u(a) = o(x). 
Na~re 
For x=8, we must take tX=L; 1 and {3(s)=(2-N~l-s_Nql-s)L.(s) then 
another application of Theorem 2 of [ 1] yields 
L 8(a) ,u(a) = o(x). 
Net<x 
It remains to show that the proposition 
(10) L x(a) ,u(a) = o(x) for all X E Gm 
implies (2). We will show that (10) implies 
(11) L x(a) A(a) = Ax(x) 
where, as before, Ax(x)=o(x) if X=l=8 and Jc,(x)=x+o(x). Rewriting (11) 
we have 
L x(g) 'lfg(x) = Ax(x) 
oEGm 
and solving we get 'lfg(x) ,....._, ~ x which is just (2). It remains to show 
only that (10) implies (11). To this end we consider L x(a) ,u(a) Bx(; ) 
Na~x a 
where Bx(x) is the coefficient sum for - Lx' if x =1= 8 and B,(x) is the 
coefficient sum of - L.' - _.!:._ L. 2 + 2coL.. Therefore 
w 
L x(a) ,u(a) Bx(; ) = L x(a) A(a) for X =I= 8 Na.~x a Na~x 
and is 
L 8(a) A( a) - x + o(x) for x = 8. 
Now Bx(x) =O(xl-lln) for all X E Gm, as we have seen. 
It follows that 
with 0 < ~ < 1 to be chosen later. The first term is bounded in absolute 
value by 
L jnx(~) I = O(xl-112n) L (Na)-1+1/2n = O(x) ~112n, Na~<lx Na Na~6x 
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where the "0" is independent of ~. by relation (7}. The second term is 
~ x(a} p(a} Bx(; ) 
"z<Na.;;a: a 
= ~ {Mx(n}- Mx(n-1)} Bx(=) 
cb<no;;a: n 
Now the first two terms are o(x} by the hypotheses. If we note that as n 
varies on the interval (~x, x}, ~ varies on the interval ( 1, ~) we see 
that the third term is bounded by {. max !Mx(n}l} V Bx (~) where 
cb<no;;a: u 
V Bx(t} is the variation of Bx on the interval (1, t}. Combining these results, 
we have for any~. 0<~<1. 
'
.!:. ~ z(a}p(a}B"(Nx )1<~112n0(1)+{ max I.!:.Mx(n)l} VBx(~) +o(1}, 
X Na.;;a: a ba:<no;;a: X u 
where 0(1} is independent of~. It is now clear that if e>O is given we 
can choose ~ very small and then let x-+ oo to obtain 
lim 1.!:. ~ x(a} p(a} Bx( X )I< e. 
x Na.;;a: Na 
That is, 
~ z(a} p(a} Bx(: ) = o(x} 
Na.;;a: , a 
which is the desired result. 
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